PERFORMANCE MODELLING OF MINIATURIZED FLASH-IMAGING LIDARS FOR FUTURE MARS EXPLORATION MISSIONS
Future planetary exploration missions require the support of 3D vision in the GN&C during key spacecraft's proximity phases, namely: i) spacecraft precision and soft Landing on the planet's surface; ii) Rendezvous and Docking (RVD) between a Sample Canister (SC) and an orbiter spacecraft; iii) Rover Navigation (RN) on planetary surface. The imaging LiDARs are among the best candidate for such tasks [1] [2] [3] . The combination of measurement requirements and environmental conditions seems to find its optimum in the flash 3D LiDAR architecture. Here we present key steps is the evaluation of novelty light detectors and MOEMS (Micro-OptoElectro-Mechanical Systems) technologies with respect to LiDAR system performance and miniaturization. The objectives of the project MILS (Miniaturized Imaging LiDAR System, Phase 1) concentrated on the evaluation of novel detection and scanning technologies for the miniaturization of 3D LiDARs intended for planetary mission. Preliminary designs for an elegant breadboard (EBB) for the three tasks stated above (Landing, RVD and RN) were proposed, based on results obtained with a numerical model developed in the project and providing the performances evaluation of imaging LiDARs.
II. THE MODEL
The task of the numerical performance evaluation model in the MILS (Miniature Imaging LiDAR System) design is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The figure of merit for the LiDAR performance is the overall range uncertainty per pixel for the required angular or horizontal resolution. The overall range uncertainty is defined as the statistical error plus the drift of the platform during the signal accumulation time and for a given horizontal (angular) resolution. The model takes as inputs the subsystems specifications and the environmental conditions for measurements (albedo, optical background). The allowed mass and power consumption determine the laser type and its power (pulse energy). The result from the calculation is the figure of merit. The next step is to compare the obtained values with the required ones. If the obtained values comply with the requirements, the combination of the subsystems specifications, the ranging method and operation modes are selected for the MILS preliminary design. In case they are not compliant, another selection is needed for subsystems and specifications, ranging method and operation modes. It has to be noted that both the measurement requirements and mass, and power consumption budget are top level inputs. The allowed mass and power consumption determine the subsystems specifications, the laser type and power being the most critical ones.
In the MILS project, a Technology Demonstrator BreadBoard (TDBB) has been built, which allowed assessing the performances of the main components of the miniature imaging LiDAR. The results obtained with the TDBB were used to verify the model, thus justifying its application for the MILS EBB designs.
Based on the results from the TDBB tests reported in [4] , the detection based on SPAD (Single-Photon Avalanche Diode) array was selected as optimal for all the above stated mission measurement scenarios The ranging method is the direct Time-of-Flight (TOF), more precisely, the Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) [5] . 
A. LiDAR signal and noise components
In Landing and RN the probed area is a Lambertian scattering surface filling entirely the single pixel footprint. In this case the detected backscattered signal in photon counts ) (r s N at range r is determined as [6] . In such case, the signal arriving from the atmosphere before the surface is modelled as [7] : The ambient background signal is modelled as:
Here S is the solar irradiance, F B is the optical filter full width at half-maximum (FWHM);  and  are the solar zenith angle and the angle between the LiDAR beam and the normal to the surface. The dark electron number during the signal integration time shall be also added, is determined as
where d n is the dark count rate in number/sec -1 . Then the expectation value of the total noise photoelectron numbers is
For Rendezvous and Docking (RVD) the surface of the Space Canister (SC) is covered with retroreflectors and the backreflected laser light determines the received signal. The angular dimensions of the SC are lower than the angular resolution of the single pixel, i.e., the SC is seen in a single SPAD pixel. We use the expression for the backreflected signal from [8, 9] .
The value R s is the surface of the retroreflector. The dependence on r is at fourth power, which is different from the case for Landing and Rover Navigation. As the angular dimension of the probed object is less than the single-pixel angular resolution, the diffuse component of the backscatter signal shall be also expressed with the "range-at-fourth power" dependence [6] , where D s is the diffuse scattering surface of the SC.
Thus, the expectation value of the total number of counts is 
B. Signal-to-Noise Ratio and statistical range error
The Poisson probability distribution is expressed as
Here n is the expected (mean) value and k is the realized value. In case of single photon detection k may take values only "1" or "0". The expected values for signal and noise counts in the different scenario are given by eqs. (1-6) . The probabilities for detection of "0" and "1" noise photoelectron are respectively:
The probability to detect signal "0" and "1" is respectively
The probabilities in (7-10) depend on the range from the LiDAR to the surface via the respective dependence of the signals and noises in eqs. (1-6).
The SNR is defined from the signal expectation value ) (signal Ex and the total noise variance
The values for the signal expectation value and total noise variance, necessary for Signal-to-Noise ( SNR ) evaluation, are expressed below.
From (12-15) we may obtain the SNR
The statistical range error ) (r R  is determined following the approach from [10] , where we add a term responsible for the contribution of the random jitter of the response time in case of SPAD detection. 
III. PRELIMINARY DESIGN, KEY COMPONENTS AND LAYOUT
The layouts for the preliminary MILS designs are presented for Landing, RVD and RN applications in Fig. 1 .
As the SPAD array is the key technology for the perspective MILS, one of our goals was to assume the same specifications of this component for all applications. The critical specification of the SPAD array, necessary for the realisation of the proposed MILS designs, is the pixel number, 1024x1024 pixels. Presently there is still no such developed component, but there are no technological limitation for its design and realisation. Another critical and common requirement is the microlens array for increasing the fil factor from the currentt ~1% to a fill factor of ~70%. As it appeared from the model study, the MOEMS is needed for MILS RVD only. The specifications for SPAD array and MOEMS are listed in Table 1 .
The lasers in MILS for all three applications are pulsed but of different types. Their specifications are presented in Table 2 . Table 3 presents the specifications of the selected MILS receiver optics. 
III. RESULTS FROM PERFORMANCE MODELLING OF THE PROPOSED DESIGNS

A. MILS for Landing
The high landing velocity of the space craft determines a large added component to the overall uncertainty, if the LiDAR measurement is performed by the traditional TCSPC approach of histogram based on combining counts from multiple laser pulses. To avoid this issue we propose to build a histogram of counts arrivals from one laser pulse and from all pixels. The laser pulse shall have sufficiently high energy, so the expectation value of the signal counts is more than 1, respectively the probability for signal count detection is close to 1. In such case the peak of the histogram defines the average range to surface and the width of the peak provides a selection of the signal counts out of the noise and atmospheric ones. The consumed laser power is determined by the "stand-by" and "pulsing" power consumption, where the latter may be small for a few pulses per second.
We have to note that in probing with expectation values of the signal counts being more than 1, the effect of photon pileup [11] takes place. A treatment following the model proposed in [5] showed that the systematic error does not exceed half of the range corresponding to the laser pulse duration as TOF. In our case (see Table  2 ) this value is in the order of ~7.5cm and affects in the same way all pixels. Thus this effect does not distort the 3D image and may not be taken into account.
In Fig. 2 we present the results of one example of Landing on Mars, imaging of the surface taking place when the SC is at altitude between 1000m and 200m. The evaluation of the vertical accuracy is presented, together with the horizontal ground resolution. The values are calculated for two cases: without pixel binning and with 3x3 pixels binning. Without pixel binning the resolution is less than 0.14m for all ranges, while for the case of pixel binning it is less than 0.3m for all ranges. The specified ground resolution for this case is less than 0.3m, i.e., in both operation modes the MILS design satisfy this requirement. The statistical range uncertainty is not specified for this case in the requirements of the study. The result shows that without pixel binning statistical 
B. MILS for RVD
Due to the fact that in RVD scenario the SC occupies only one of the pixels of the SPAD array, we cannot use probing with single laser pulses and combining the counts from all pixels in one histogram. The laser shall be with high repetition rate and respectively low pulse energy (Table 3 ).
The MOEMS is used to implement two operation modes: acquisition and tracking. The FOV of the LiDAR is defined by the full area of the SPAD array and covers 20x20deg. The laser beam divergence is sufficient to cover a segment of 2x2deg in the LiDAR FOV. The beam is pointed successively by MOEMS to each of the 2x2deg segments until it probes the overall LiDAR FOV. This procedure defines the acquisition mode. After the SC is identified in one of the 2x2deg segments, the MOEMS is used to follow it, defining the tracking mode. The required angular resolution in the study is for RVD is 0.05deg. Thus, it may be achieved with a SPAD array having less pixel numbers than in Table 3 , anyhow, the redundant pixels give the possibility for improving the range accuracy versus the angular resolution at very short ranges, where the SC image occupies some number of pixels in the array. Fig. 3 presents the overall range uncertainty of MILS measurement, defined as the sum of the statistical error and the uncertainty from the relative spacecraft velocity. As we see, the selected design and operation modes fulfill the requirement for range uncertainty for all ranges. The calculations are performed with the decrease of the signal integration time and increase of the laser beam divergence, with the decrease of the distance between the orbiter and the SC. This decrease of the integration time and increase of the beam divergence are assumed as stepwise functions, what results on also stepwise decrease of the overall range error.
C. MILS for RN
The requirements for MILS range accuracy in RN are: (i) better than 10 cm for the ranges 10m -100m (regional); better than 3cm for ranges 4m -10m (midrange); better than 1cm for ranges less than 4m (local). The 3D LiDAR imaging is performed when the Rover is not moving. Thus, the overall uncertainty is determined only by the statistical uncertainty. We propose to use in this case gain-switched diode laser having pulse duration of 100ps or less. This type of laser gives the advantage to use two operational modes, called "nominal" and "burst".
In the nominal mode the laser PRR is such that the ambiguity range is much larger than the range to the probed surface, specified as max 100m. With such PRR the specified range accuracy cannot be reached, but its accuracy defines a range window where the probed surface is located. In the burst mode the PRR is high and the ambiguity range is shorter than the range to the probed surface. With the condition that the ambiguity range in burst mode is larger than the range accuracy in nominal mode, the measurement in nominal mode selects the range window where the multiple LiDAR echo from the burst mode indicates the precise range. In addition, for regional navigation it is necessary to use pixel binning for additional augmentation of the accuracy. That is why in the case of RN we select a SPAD array with a number of pixels (see Table 3 ) larger than required by the specified angular resolution for RN 0.5x0.5deg, where the single measurement FOV of the instrument without rotation of its platform (pan and tilt) is ~20x20deg. The results from the statistical range uncertainty are presented in Fig. 4 . As we see, the combination of burst mode and pixel binning are sufficient to obtain the required accuracy (10 cm) at all ranges, while below ~45m the nominal range with pixel binning is also sufficient. The range accuracy requirement (3 cm) for midrange navigation may be fulfilled without pixel binning but it requires burst mode. In this case the redundant pixel number will provide angular resolution better than the specified one. The results for local navigation are not presented here. Anyway, they show that the requirements may be fulfilled with burst mode and no pixel binning. Fig. 4 . MILS for Rover Navigation on Mars, dependence of the statistical uncertainty on the range. The "statistical range uncertainty" is equivalent to "range accuracy". Left: regional mode with pixel binning 24x24; Right: midrange mode without pixel binning.
IV. CONCLUSION
The most promising technologies having the potential for miniaturization of the Imaging LiDAR have been identified, reviewed and experimentally investigated in [4] . The results from the technology evaluation have been used to validate the two components of the LiDAR numerical simulation model for the selected approach of SPAD array detection: i) the power balance or LiDAR equation; (ii) the dependence of the statistical range error on the signal and the noise, and on the system parameters.
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The LiDAR architecture and the sensor technology for the realization of the perspective MILS were selected, following the mission requirements. The validated MILS numerical evaluation model was used to prove that the performances for the proposed preliminary designs may meet the requirements in each of the required proximity navigation scenario: Landing, RVD and RN.
The critical specification of the SPAD array, necessary for the realisation of the proposed MILS designs, is the pixel number. All other specifications, as well as the specifications of MOEMS and the lasers, are in line with the state of the art. As for SPAD array, there is no technological limitation to reach such pixel-number increase and to implement the microlens array on the chip, necessary to augment the fill factor. There is also no technology obstacle for space qualification of the critical components.
